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General queries on ESGP

FAQ

Solution

I have queries on CorpPass
and BGP. Who can I contact?

For BGP and CorpPass, you can contact the following:
BGP helpdesk: +65 6708 7288
Monday to Friday: 8.30 am to 5.30 pm
Email: bgp_helpdesk@enterprisesg.gov.sg
CorpPass helpdesk: +65 6643 0577
Monday to Friday: 8.00 am to 8.00 pm
Saturday: 8.00 am to 2.00 pm
Sundays: Closed
Email: support@corppass.gov.sg
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What if my company is facing
technical queries on ESGP,
who should I contact?

For technical queries on ESGP, you can contact Enterprise Infoline for
assistance.
Telephone: 68981800
Email: enquiry@enterprisesg.gov.sg
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Applications for Capability
Development Grant (CDG) has
ended on 24 Oct 2018.

Enterprise Development Grant (EDG) will replace Capability Development
Grant (CDG) from 25 Oct 2018 to support companies in the upgrading of
business capabilities, innovation and internationalisation.
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Where can I apply for EDG?

Companies can apply for EDG via the Business Grant Portal (BGP Portal) at
https://www.businessgrants.gov.sg/.
EDG amendments and claims can be submitted via the Enterprise Singapore
Grant Portal (ESGP portal) at
https://grantportal.enterprisesg.gov.sg/spring/pages/login.aspx.
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Can I continue to submit my
CDG amendment and claims?

Companies can continue to submit their CDG amendments and claims via
Enterprise Singapore Grant Portal (ESGP portal) at
https://grantportal.enterprisesg.gov.sg/spring/pages/login.aspx to submit your
CDG amendment or claim.
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Are there available resources
for me to self-help on ESGP?

Portal Access rights and Step-by-Step guides are available on the
left side of the menu under “Others” for self-help.
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FAQ

Solution

How do
I submit my
amendment or claim in ESGP?

After logging into ESGP, you will be able to see all action buttons for
your active project.
Once your project has lapsed, the buttons will no longer be visible.
You will need to contact the ESG officer for assistance.
Action buttons will be shown at right side of your current project
i.

To submit amendment, please click on “Request
Amendments”

ii.

To submit claim, please click on “Submit Claims”

iii.

Details of the project can be viewed under “View Details”

Active buttons
for live projects

II.

Access rights for ESGP

S/N

FAQ

Solution

1

I am a registered CorpPass
user but I am unable to see the
“Submit” button in ESGP.

Currently, CorpPass users accessing ESGP are defaulted to the role of
“Officer”. You can check for your role at the top hand right corner after logging
into ESGP.

Users with “Officer” role can create/edit claims and amendments but cannot
submit. Hence, the “Submit button” is missing.
Your company’s appointed CorpPass administrator would need to log into
CorpPass to update your role to “Proxy” in order for you to submit the claims
and amendments.
Please refer to attached Portal Access Rights guide to update the roles upon
logging into ESGP.
For further assistance, you may visit CorpPass or contact CorpPass team at
support@corppass.gov.sg or call +65 66430577
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What happens after I have
updated my CorpPass role via
CorpPass?

Proceed to Enterprise Singapore Grant Portal. Click on Login with
CorpPass. Once this is done, the CEO/Proxy role will be updated in ESGP.
Portal access rights guide on updating CorpPass roles is also available at login
and after login in Company’s dashboard.
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Can I check on my CorpPass
role in ESGP?

Yes, you can. Upon logging in, you can see your CorpPass role at the
top right hand corner.
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FAQ

Solution

You can also view the CorpPass roles via “User Access
Management” when you login to ESGP.
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You will be prompted to
update role to Proxy/CEO if
your current role is “Officer”.
The prompt can be viewed at
the top of amendment/claim
page

Message at the top:

III.
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Queries on submission of amendments in ESGP
FAQ

Why am I not able to view the
“Request for Amendment”
link?

How do I add in a new cost
item?

Solution
There are 3 possibilities if there is no amendment link:
i.

There is an existing draft amendment/claim created. ESGP currently
does not allow concurrent submissions of amendments. You will see
the current project status at the right side such as “Withdraw
Amendment”, “Edit Amendment Draft”, “Edit Claim Draft”, etc.

ii.

The CDG/EDG project has lapsed and you would need to contact ESG
officer to extend the amendment link so that you can submit an
amendment. You will receive email notifications from ESGP informing
that the project has lapsed. You can also make reference to the “Project
Timeline” to find out if the claim submission deadline has lapsed

Please click on “Amount (S$)” to update the cost items. Click “Save” to save
the record. The updated cost item will be displayed in blue.
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How do I delete
amendment?

a

draft

In your company’s dashboard after logging in:
Step 1: Click on “Edit Draft Amendment”.

Step 2: Click on “Edit”

Step 3: Click on “Delete” to delete the draft
Or Click on “Submit” to submit the amendment

IV.
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Queries on submission of claims in ESGP

FAQ
I am not able to amend my
cost items when ESG officer
reworks the case.

I am getting errors on
feedback
on
consultant
section of the claim form.

i.

Solution
Only 'Project Information' tab is editable when ESG officer evaluator
reworks the claim

ii.

'Claim Information' (cost items) tab is editable when ESG’s auditor
reworks back the claim to your company

Both questions in 'Feedback on consultant' are mandatory. Your company is
required to answer both questions.
Error Messages will be triggered if Questions 1 and 2 are left blank.
“Please fill in feedback on consultant Question 1 Table”
“Please fill in feedback on consultant Question 2”
For Question 1, you will be required to provide rating on consultants by
clicking on Consultancy Name. A pop up window will pop to fill in the rating.

Question 2 is to provide comments on the performance of the consultant.

Double click on Consultant firm text. Once the consultant firm is selected  a
pop-up window will appear

Please provide your rating and click save.
For Question 2  Please provide your reason for rating of consultants.

Once Questions 1 and 2 are completed, you will be able to submit the claim.
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FAQ
How do I delete a draft
claim?

Solution
In your company’s dashboard after logging in:
Step 1: Click on “Edit Claim Draft”

Step 2: Click on “Edit” button

Step 3: Click on “Delete” to delete the draft
Or Click on “Submit” to submit the claim (remember to input all actual
expenses before you submit)
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I am not able to submit cash
advancement

i.
ii.

iii.

Cash advancement is submitted in ESGP and not BGP.
If you are unable to see “Submit Cash Advancement” link, this could
be due to a claim being created. If yes, please delete the claim draft.
You can follow the steps under No. 4 to delete the draft claim
Note that the personnel submitting the cash advancement must have
the role of proxy or CEO to do the submission
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FAQ
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How can I modify cost items
when auditor has already
submitted the claim and it
was reworked back to me by
an ESG officer?

Solution

As auditor had already submitted the claim, you will not be able to modify the
cost items.
Please follow the steps if you need to modify costs items:
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
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I am unable to amend
industry-specific productivity
indicators in the table.

Inform the ESG officer that you wish to modify the cost items and resubmit claim back to him/her
ESG officer will rework the claim back to Auditor
Auditor will rework the claim back to your company
You can proceed to modify the cost item

At claim stage, you will not be able to amend the Industry-specific Productivity
Indicator(s); i.e. “Before implementation” and “Projected After implementation”
numbers in the table.

If your company wants to amend the indicators, an amendment request needs
to be submitted.
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I have selected the wrong
panel of auditor. How can I
change the auditor?

As the auditor has been chosen, your company will need to withdraw the claim
and a re-submission will be required.
Step 1: To log into ESGP grant portal
Step 2: Click “Withdraw Claim”

Step 3: Search for application number
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Solution

Step 4: Once case number is found  click “Submit”
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I am not able to select
auditors
when
creating
interim claim.

For projects that are eligible for interim claims, ESG officer will verify the
project deliverables achieved to-date. Selection of auditors is only required at
the final claim.
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I am not able to edit my cost
item within the cost table

To edit the cost item:
Click on the specific cost item to be amended and not the generic overall
cost categories.

V.

Queries on aborting a project in ESGP
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FAQ

Solution

1

I would like to abort my
approved CDG/EDG project.

“Abort Request” is available in company’s dashboard. Click on “View Details”
next to the project timeline to get to the below view. There should not be any
pending amendment/claims entries

Please input the reason under “Reasons for Abort” and click “Submit”. ESG
officer will evaluate your request. Your company may be required to refund
ESG for any disbursements made earlier.

